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NOTE 2: ONLINE ADVERTISING IN THE EU – 
2014 UPDATE 

 

This note, prepared by the European Audiovisual Observatory for the European 
Commission, is the 2015 update of the 2014 report on Online Advertising. This 
edition focuses on key trends and figures; it provides: 

 In chapter 7, key data at the European level and on a country per country 

basis. 

 In chapter 8, a review of key trends. 
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1 Executive summary 

 The total size of the online advertising market in the EU in 2013 was €27.2 

billion, an increase of 11.6% compared to the total of €23.2 billion in 2013.  

 

 Growth rates tend to decrease gradually and stabilize around 12% per 

year, but still exceed by a big margin GDP growth in Europe and ad spend 

growth on other media.  

 

 Online ad spend per capita ranges from €138 in the UK to €2 in Romania. 

 

 The top three countries for online ad spend in the European Union in 2014 

(United Kingdom, Germany and France) accounted for 66.7% of online ad-

vertising in Europe. 

 

 Online drives the advertising market: the global European advertising mar-

ket modestly grew of 1.4% in 2014. Without online ad spend, the market 

would have decreased by -2.4%. 

 

 Online has become the second medium in Europe for ad spend, just be-

hind TV advertising. In 2014, Internet advertising was higher than TV ad-

vertising in Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Swe-

den and United Kingdom. 

 

 Among the various online advertising formats, display advertising is regain-

ing market shares since 2011, benefitting from better targeting and the in-

crease in online video viewing. 

 

 Even if, in the EU, Paid-for-Search represents globally a higher share of 

the online advertising market than display, there are more countries where 

display achieves a higher market share than Paid-for-Search. 

 

 Google earns approximately 30% of the worldwide advertising market. Fa-

cebook is experiencing a rapid growth of its market share, benefitting both 

from of its strong position on mobile and from the introduction of video on 

its pages. Other well-known Internet brands such as Twitter, Amazon or 

Twitter capture less than 1% each of the online advertising market. 

 

 Online advertising is driven by a series of innovations: 

o Video ads, already accounting for 16% of display advertising. 

o Programmatic advertising, i.e. the automated placement of ads us-

ing algorithms, which drives Media groups to invest in advanced 

advertising platforms. 

o The fast growing usage of mobile devices to access Internet, open-

ing the path for in-apps advertising. Figures show that the mobile 
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advertising tend to be even more concentrated than the fixed Inter-

net one and to be dominated by Google and Facebook. 

o The growing market share of online advertising captured by social 

networks.  

o Continuous technical improvements to shorten the path to sales. 

o The future promises of the Internet of Things which will increase the 

number of screens and therefore the advertising inventory. 

 

 But online advertising also faces some hurdles: 

o The actual viewability of ads is discussed. 

o Advertising viewing metrics can be distorted by traffic fraud (i.e. 

traffic generated by robots). 

o Ad blockers may improve the user experience on the Internet but 

also deprive services from an essential source of revenues. 
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2 Key data 

 

2.1 Sources on the European online advertising market 

The main figures freely available for the European online advertising market are 
published by IAB Europe1 in the IAB Adex Benchmark and are established by IHS. 
The IAB and IHS establish figures on online advertising spending in Europe based 
on data received from 26 European countries, of which 21 are members of the 
European Union (EU countries missing are Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta and Portugal and non-EU countries included are Norway, 
Russia, Serbia, Switzerland and Turkey). Therefore, when referred to “Europe” the 
figures are not representative of the European Union but the “Europe” of the 26 
countries participating in the IAB study.  

In this note, we rely on the figures published by IAB Europe and IHS and have 
tried, whenever possible, to compile figures for the 21 EU countries by excluding 
the non-EU countries (indicated in the titles of figures and tables whenever availa-
ble by “EU countries”). Other sources are Warc2 (which does not publish figures 
broken down according to online advertising categories but publishes figures for 
the overall advertising market by European countries) in order not to only rely on a 
unique source for data on the online advertising market. Warc data has been used 
for the first section (and the country fact sheets) in order to provide data on Inter-
net and television advertising in the EU and the rises and falls over the years. As 
2014 data for some countries are not yet available, providing a total for the EU is 
not yet possible.  

Also, it should be noted that data published in the Adex Benchmark report are ad-
justed, estimated (through modelling) and recalculated on a different basis for 
each country as the methods of data collection and treatment vary from country to 
country. Therefore, IHS standardises the data in order to make figures comparable 
across countries.  

 

2.2 A €27.2 billion market in the EU 

 The total size of the online advertising market in the EU in 2014 was €27.2 

billion, an increase of 11.6% compared to the total of €24.3 billion in 2013.  

 Based on WARC figures, the compound annual growth rate of Internet ad-

vertising in the EU over the 2008-2013 period is 12.4%. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
  http://www.iabeurope.eu/  

2
 http://www.warc.com/  

http://www.iabeurope.eu/
http://www.warc.com/
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Figure 1 EU countries (except LU) Online advertising 2008 – 2014 in EUR billion 

 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2015. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information. 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData 

 

 The total size of the European online advertising market in 2014 (26 IAB 

European countries) was €30.7 billion, an increase of 12% compared to 

the total of €27.4 billion in 2013.  

 IHS calculates a compound annual growth rate of +21.6% for online adver-

tising in Europe since 2006. However, only 2012, 2013 and 2014 data 

come from IAB Europe, and data for 2006 to 2011 are estimated by IHS. 

Therefore, the sources of figures mean caution is advised when interpret-

ing these figures.  

 This growth can be attributed on the one hand to the rise in online media 

consumption in European countries, with people consuming more media 

content (video, newspapers, social networks) online and on mobile devic-

es, and on the other hand to the sophistication of advertising solutions (in-

cluding more efficient targeting). 
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Figure 2 Europe (26 IAB countries) Total online advertising spend 2006 -2014 - in EUR billion  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/HIS 

 

2.3 Strong variation of online ad spend per capita 

 The online ad spend per capita shows the “relative” worth of a customer to 

advertisers and is also an indicator of the maturity of the online market (the 

higher the online ad spend per capita, the more mature the market) in each 

country. Online ad spend per capita ranges from €138 in the UK to €2 in 

Romania. 

Figure 3 Online ad spend per capita in 2014 - in EUR  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS  
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2.4 The top 3 countries in the EU account for 65 % of total ad 
spend 

 The top three countries for online ad spend in the European Union in 2014 

were the United Kingdom, with overall online ad spend of €8.9 billion, 

Germany, with €5.1 billion and France, with €3.7 billion. These three coun-

tries accounted for 65.4% of online advertising in Europe. 

 The “Top 10” countries by online ad spend in the European Union are all in 

Western Europe, with the exception of Poland.  

 

Table 1 Internet Advertising in EU countries 2008 - 2013 in EUR million 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Austria 202 228 266 301 326 378 434 

Belgium 286 293 332 360 464 478 492 

Bulgaria n.a. 5 7 20 26 25 26 

Croatia 16 17 21 15 14 15 14 

Cyprus 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 

Czech Republic 115 150 243 237 310 352 353 

Denmark 415 384 454 524 589 628 629 

Estonia 8 6 10 11 12 13 15 

France 1821 1760 2103 2606 3343 3494 3725 

Finland 178 208 235 254 255 272 291 

Germany  2975 3092 3568 4179 4253 4676 5111 

Greece 40 69 84 100 94 129 121 

Hungary 89 84 99 112 117 136 160 

Ireland 20 97 116 131 155 197 198 

Italy 799 850 1084 1298 1503 1703 1908 

Latvia 12 9 8 10 11 10 11 

Lithuania 9 6 7 8 10 11 13 

Malta 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 

Netherlands 794 815 1065 1117 1199 1312 1461 

Poland 255 320 357 446 495 549 550 

Portugal n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 617 723 

Romania n.a. 19 21 21 30 33 n.a. 

Slovak Republic n.a. n.a. 34 48 56 66 76 

Slovenia 20 21 24 17 18 19 23 

Spain 628 667 817 926 911 901 946 

Sweden 557 517 596 687 860 955 956 

United Kingdom 4209 3974 4774 5557 6716 7371 8923 

Total EU 13449 13590 16326 18986 21768 24345 27165 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2015. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information. 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData 

 

 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData
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Table 2 Concentration of online Ad spend in the EU - 2014 in EUR billion 

 2014 % of total EU 21 Accumulated % 

United Kingdom 8923 32,8% 32,8% 

Germany  5111 18,8% 51,7% 

France 3725 13,7% 65,4% 

Italy 1908 7,0% 72,4% 

Netherlands 1461 5,4% 77,8% 

Sweden 956 3,5% 81,3% 

Spain 946 3,5% 84,8% 

Portugal 723 2,7% 87,4% 

Denmark 629 2,3% 89,8% 

Poland 550 2,0% 91,8% 

Belgium 492 1,8% 93,6% 

Austria 434 1,6% 95,2% 

Czech Republic 353 1,3% 96,5% 

Finland 291 1,1% 97,6% 

Ireland 198 0,7% 98,3% 

Hungary 160 0,6% 98,9% 

Greece 121 0,4% 99,3% 

Slovak Republic 76 0,3% 99,6% 

Romania n.a. n.a. 99,6% 

Bulgaria 26 0,1% 99,7% 

Slovenia 23 0,1% 99,8% 

Estonia 15 0,1% 99,8% 

Croatia 14 0,1% 99,9% 

Lithuania 13 0,0% 99,9% 

Latvia 11 0,0% 100,0% 

Malta 3 0,0% 100,0% 

Cyprus 2 0,0% 100,0% 

Total EU 27165 100,0% 100,0% 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2015. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information. 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData 

 

2.5 The market is maturing as growth rates stabilize  

 The 2009 crisis severely impacted Internet advertising as the annual 

growth rate decreased from 59% in 2012 to 9% in 2009.   

 Excepting this 2009 downturn, growth rates tend to decrease gradually and 

stabilize around 12% per year, but still exceeds by a big margin GDP 

growth in Europe and ad spend on other media. Online ad spend seems to 

be more “resilient against economic volatility”, as IAB puts it, but is still af-

fected by the general economic climate.   

  

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData
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Figure 4 Online advertising growth in Europe 2007-2014 - in %  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/HIS 

 

 Growth rates in 2014 showed a significant dispersion, ranging from -2% in 

Czech Republic to 33% in Ireland. Countries with the highest growth rates 

are originated both from Western and from Central and Eastern Europe. 

 

Figure 5 Online advertising growth in 2014 - in %  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS  
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2.6 Online share of total advertising is growing 

 IAB provides a general overview of the growth of the total advertising mar-

ket (online and all other media) in Europe. From this analysis, it appears 

that online advertising is mitigating the decline in advertising spending in 

Western Europe and Central and Eastern Europe.  

 Advertising is a sector which is closely correlated to the general macroeco-

nomic state of national economies. Europe has since 2008 been in a state 

of slow economic recovery following the financial crisis, and advertising 

spending has not been excluded from this general slowdown of European 

economies. The data provided by IAB and IHS point, however, to the 

stronger resistance of the online advertising sector compared to the other 

advertising sectors.  

 Considering Western Europe, the total advertising market experienced a 

2.6% growth in 2014, but it would have decreased if online (which grew by 

11.5% in Western Europe in 2014) were not included. The impact of the 

online advertising spend on the total ad market was also significant in Cen-

tral and Eastern Europe (remember that Russia and Turkey are included in 

these figures), where the overall ad market decreased by 5% in 2014. If 

online ad spend had been excluded, the CEE ad market would have 

shrunk by 10%. Overall, the European advertising market modestly grew of 

1.4% in 2014. Without online, it would have decreased by -2.4%. 

 

Figure 6 Total Advertising growth in Europe in 2014 - in %  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 

 

 Since at least 2009 the growth rate of Internet advertising has been sys-

tematically higher than the growth rate of TV advertising.  
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Figure 7 EU – Comparison of TV and Internet advertising - 2008 – 2014 in EUR billion 

 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2015. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData. 

Figure 8 EU – Growth rates of TV and Internet advertising 2009 – 2014 in % 

 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2014. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information. 
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 Online has therefore become the second medium in Europe for ad spend, 

just behind TV advertising. 

Figure 9 Ad spend by category in Europe 2014 - in EUR million 

 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2015. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData. 

 

 In 2014, Internet advertising was higher than TV advertising in Czech Re-

public, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Sweden and United King-

dom. 

Figure 10 Internet and TV advertising compared – 2014- in EUR million 

 

© Warc (www.warc.com), 2014. Please refer to notes on ad spend data for further detail and source information. 

http://www.warc.com/NotesOnAdspendData 
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2.7 Analysis of advertising formats 

2.7.1 Three main formats of online advertising 

 IAB Europe (and also USA) divides the online advertising into three major 

categories: 

- Paid-for-Search advertising:3 “Fees advertisers pay Internet companies 

to list and/or link their company site or domain name to a specific 

search word or phrase (includes paid search revenues).” As this form of 

advertising often happens before the person searching makes a pur-

chase, this is the form of advertising most valued by advertisers (e.g. 

user searching for a hotel, plane ticket, product, etc.) 

- Classified advertising and directories:4 “A form of advertising which is 

particularly common in newspapers, online and other periodicals which 

may be sold or distributed free of charge. Classified advertising is 

called such because it is generally grouped under headings classifying 

the product or service being offered (headings such as Accounting, Au-

tomobiles, Clothing…) and is grouped entirely in a distinct section, 

which makes it distinct from display advertising. Display advertising typ-

ically contains graphics or other art work and which is more typically 

distributed throughout a publication adjacent to editorial content.” 

- Display advertising: “a form of online advertising where an advertiser‘s 

message is shown on a destination web page, generally set off in a box 

at the top or bottom or to one side of the content of the page” (exam-

ples include banner ads, online video ads, pop-ups, etc.) 

2.7.2 Display advertising second ad format in Europe in 2014 

 Between 2006 and 2014, paid-for-search advertising increased its overall 

importance, rising from 34% of the online ad spend in 2006 to 48% in 

2014. On the other hand, display advertising declined from 48% to 36%. 

 

  

                                                           
3 IAB, “Glossary of Interactive Advertising Terms v. 2.0”, available at: 

www.iab.net/media/file/GlossaryofInteractivAdvertisingTerms.pdf 
4 IAB UK, “Jargon buster”, available at: www.iabuk.net/resources/jargon-buster 
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Figure 11 Format shares of total online advertising 2006-2014 - in % 

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 
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(consumers) are operating in the online space, combined with new and 

more immersive ad formats (online video) or location-based advertising, 

are clearly an incentive for the wider use of display advertising on the In-
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vertisements. 
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Figure 12 Online ad spend year-on-year growth - in %  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/HIS 
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Figure 13 Western Europe: share of formats in 2014  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 

 

Figure 14 CEE excluding Russia: share of formats in 2014  

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 
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perienced a strong growth in display ad spend in 2014, whereas France 

(13%) grew under the EU average.  

 

Table 3 Display value and growth by country 2012-2014 in EUR million 

  2012 2013 2014 Growth 2014/2013 

United Kingdom 1 741 2 192 2 818 29% 

Germany 1 207 1 319 1 715 30% 

France 965 1 015 1 146 13% 

Italy 693 866 1048 21% 

Netherlands 528 577 646 12% 

Spain 362 342 349 2% 

Sweden 294 330 388 18% 

Poland 228 259 278 7% 

Czech Republic 188 223 213 -4% 

Denmark 204 209 272 30% 

Austria 124 159 196 23% 

Finland 123 139 178 28% 

Belgium 106 111 168 51% 

Ireland 58 74 98 32% 

Hungary 58 61 68 11% 

Greece 59 59 65 10% 

Romania 28 33 33 0% 

Slovakia 25 27 51 89% 

Bulgaria 13 13 18 38% 

Slovenia 11 11 12 9% 

Croatia 7 7 8 14% 

Total EU 21 7 021 8 026 9 768 22% 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 

 We could not extract the data for year-on-year growth in EU countries for 

online display ad spend expenditures therefore we have to rely on the Eu-

rope aggregated data provided by IAB for the years 2007 to 2014. Display 

ad spend, without the major fall in 2009 in the economic crises, grew at 

strong levels (39% in 2007) but seems to stabilize the last 4 years around 

10% to 15%.  

 The rise of video viewing on sites such as YouTube or Facebook combined 

with more online display ad formats and experimentation with different 

forms of online video are strong drivers for the investments in display. The 

increased success of Multichannel Networks on YouTube, which are acting 

as huge content aggregator and for which the dominant one’s can generate 
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billions of video views per months for their multiple channels, the estab-

lishment of YouTube channels of traditional media companies as a way to 

get in touch with younger audiences will further offer growth opportunities 

for advertisers and for the development of the online display advertisement 

market in Europe.  

 

Figure 15 Year-on-Year growth in European Display advertising 2007-2014- in % 

 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 
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2.8 The key players 

Very few data are available on market shares of the online advertising market, and 
none at the European level. The following section builds from eMarketer worldwide 
estimates. 

 

 Google earns approximately 30% of the worldwide online advertising mar-

ket. 

 Google leading position directly derives from the Paid-for-Search segment 

of online advertising. But YouTube, a Google service, also benefits from 

the increasing share of video advertising within the display segment.  

 Facebook is experiencing a rapid growth of its market share, benefitting 

both from of its strong position on mobile and from the introduction of video 

on its pages. 

 Other well-known Internet brands such as Twitter, Amazon or Twitter cap-

ture less than 1% each of the online advertising market. 

 

Table 4 Net Digital Ad Revenue Share Worldwide, by company, 2012-2014 

  2012 2013 2014 (e) 

Google 31.30% 31.92% 31.45% 

Facebook 4.09% 5.82% 7.79% 

Microsoft 2.44% 2.45% 2.54% 

Yahoo! 3.36% 2.86% 2.52% 

IAC 1.34% 1.27% 1.04% 

AOL 1,02% 0.94% 0.88% 

Twitter 0.26% 0,50% 0.79% 

Amazon 0.53% 0.63% 0.75% 

LinkedIn 0.37% 0.47% 0.54% 

Pandora 0.34% 0.43% 0.52% 

Yelp 0.12% 0.18% 0.25% 

Millennial Media 0,07% 0.09% 0.09% 

Other 54.76%% 52.44% 50.82% 

Total digital ($ billions) 104.57 120.05 140.15 

Source: eMarketer  

Note: includes advertising that appears on desktop and laptop computers as well as mobile phones and tablets, 

and includes all the various formats of advertising on those platforms. Net ad revenues after companies pay traffic 

acquisition costs (TAC) to partner sites. Numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding 

 

 The mobile advertising market appears to be more concentrated than the 

legacy “fixed” online advertising market, as Google and Facebook together 

account for two thirds of the worldwide revenues. 
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 eMarketer estimated than, in 2014, mobile would account for 63% of Face-

book advertising revenues, to be compared with 33% for Google. 

 

Table 5 Net Mobile Internet Ad Revenue Share Worldwide, by Company, 2012-2014, % of 

total 

  2012 2013 2014 (e) 

Google 52,6% 49,3% 46,8% 

Facebook 5,4% 17,5% 21,7% 

Twitter 1,5% 2,4% 2,6% 

Pandora 2,6% 2,1% 1,7% 

YP 2,9% 2,1% 1,6% 

Millennial Media 0,8% 0,8% 0,7% 

Other 34,2% 25,8% 24,9% 

Total mobile ad revenues (billions) $8,76 $17,96 $31,45 

Source: eMarketer, March 2014 

Note: net ad revenues after companies pay traffic acquisition costs (TAC) to partner sites; includes display (ban-

ners and other, rich media and video) and search. Ad spending on tablets is included. Excludes SMS, MMS and 

P2P messaging-based advertising.  
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3 Key trends 

3.1 The dynamics of video advertising 

Online video advertising as defined by IAB is in-stream video ads (pre-rolls, mid-
rolls, post-rolls)5. Various other categories of video advertising exist (such as in-
stream banner overlays, out-of-stream video advertising, and contextual video 
advertising) but those categories are not taken into account by IAB and HIS. 
Where figures were not provided as such IHS modelled the figure based on local 
market knowledge6. 

The total video ad spend in the 18 EU countries where data is available totalled 
1.47€ billion in 2014, up by 39%. The United Kingdom is by a distance the number 
one market for video advertising, already having a market value of €508 million.  

Online video advertising represents in average 16% of display advertising in Eu-
rope. 

Table 6 Video ad spend in EUR million 

 2014 Growth 2014/2013 Share of display advertising 

United Kingdom 508 42% 18% 

Germany 234 28% 14% 

France 179 29% 16% 

Italy 117 18% 11% 

Netherlands 106 30% 16% 

Spain 72 143% 21% 

Sweden 67 59% 17% 

Poland 45 28% 16% 

Belgium 39 17% 23% 

Austria 22 115% 11% 

Finland 16 n.a. 9% 

Czech Republic 15 24% 7% 

Denmark 15 60% 6% 

Ireland 14 63% 14% 

Greece 12 188% 18% 

Slovenia 4 40% 33% 

Hungary 4 148% 6% 

Romania 1 0,562 3% 

Total EU 18 1 470 39% 16% 

Source: IAB Europe Adex Benchmark 2014/IHS 

                                                           
5
 This definition was agreed on by the IAB Europe Video Working Group 

6
 We do not have any more details on the model used and the local market knowledge applied by 

IHS.  
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IHS estimates that online video advertising market will increase by more than 75% 
between 2015 and 2018, and that Google and Facebook will together gain 50% of 
the market in 2018. 

Figure 16 Online video advertising revenue in Europe, 2006-2018 in USD million 

 

Source: IHS 

 

3.2 The rise of programmatic video advertising 

3.2.1 Programmatic advertising expends to video advertising 

One of the key drivers of the growth of video advertising is the extension to video 
ads of programmatic video advertising, i.e. the automated placement of ads 

using algorithms, which facilitates the purchase and sell of advertising inventory. 
The share of programmatic solutions within video advertising is growing rapidly: in 
2012 programmatic represented only 2.2% of net video advertising revenues in 
Europe (of a total of EUR 1.02 billion generated by online video advertising). In 
2015, this share has already passed to 16.8% of the total revenues generated by 
video, EUR 2.2 billion. In 2020, it will represent more than half (51.4%) of online 
video revenues generated in Europe, which will amount to EUR 3.82 billion. 
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Figure 17 Video Net Advertising Revenue by Transaction Mechanism, Europe 2012-2020, in 

EUR million 

 

 

Huge differences appear for the use of programmatic sales mechanism between 
countries in Europe. The Netherlands are the country in Europe which is most in 
advance in the use of programmatic sales mechanism, generating already 34.2% 
of video revenues through the use of programmatic mechanisms in 2015. On the 
other end of the spectrum, Austria with only 6.5% and Poland with 2.9% are under 
the Europe average.  

Figure 18 Programmatic share of video advertising revenue in 2015 by EU country, in % 
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3.2.2 Media groups invest in programmatic platforms 

As television7 is also starting to embrace the use of algorithms for the transactions 
used in selling video inventory (even if programmatic advertising lacks understand-
ing by marketers8), Media groups invest in advanced advertising platforms: 

 RTL group opened the movement of acquisitions, by acquiring a 65% stake 

in exchange for EUR 107 million in the programmatic advertising platform 

SpotXchange in 2014, being the first European broadcaster to buy an ad 

exchange9.  

The reasons given by RTL co-CEO Guillaume de Posch at the time sum-
marize well the reasons for the acquisition (quoted by the Financial 
Times10) and the risks European broadcasters are exposed to, becoming 
merely publishers in the online space but being excluded from the process 
of selling advertising, their core business in the traditional TV ecosystem:  
“Long term, we have the risk of being disintermediated” from the process of 
selling online video ads” “We fully understand how to sell commercial spots 
on TV. But in online video, the world is much more atomised.” “We want to 
be present in the value chain, not only as a pure publisher [of online vide-
os]”, but also as a seller of advertising”.  

 RTL Group also led an investment round in programmatic advertising tech-

nology firm Clypd in April 2015, investing USD 19.4 million11. 

  German media group ProSiebenSat.1 acquired majority stakes in July 

2015 in the advertising exchange platform Smartstream.tv12 and in the 

programmatic ad specialist Virtual Minds13.  

 Swedish media group Modern Times Group has launched its own pro-

grammatic trading platform VideoRange in 2015, in order to cover its au-

tomated video sales in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, the Baltics, Bulgaria 

and the Czech Republic14. Also, MTG partnered with technology provider 

                                                           
7
 See, “AOL Says Its Programmatic Ad Platform Is Shaking Up Australian TV Market”, The Wall 

Street Journal, 15 June 2015, available at: http://blogs.wsj.com/cmo/2015/06/15/aol-says-its-

programmatic-ad-platform-is-shaking-up-australian-tv-market/  

See, ”AMC Begins Selling TV Spots Programmatically, Higher Yields Expected”, Mediapost 16
th

 

September 2015, available at: http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/258417/amc-nets-

begins-selling-tv-spots-programmatically.html  

See, “Will Programmatic Advertising Take Over TV? - Point, counter-point by Adweek expert”, 

Adweek 24
th

 June 2014, available at: http://www.adweek.com/news/television/will-programmatic-

advertising-take-over-tv-158482  
8
 See, “Ignorance no obstacle to programmatic“, Warc 25

th
 September, available at:  

9
 See, “RTL buys online video advertising group”, Financial Times 31

st
 July 2015, available at: 

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/3947580e-189d-11e4-a51a-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3nCsmog4h  
10

 idem 
11

 See, “RTL leads US$19.4m round in ad technology firm Clypd”, DigitalTV Europe 10
th
 April 2015, 

available at: http://www.digitaltveurope.net/350502/rtl-leads-us19-4m-round-in-ad-technology-firm-

clypd/  
12

 See, “ProSiebenSat.1 acquires programmatic ad leader”, DigitalTV Europe 30
th

 July 2015, availa-

ble at: http://www.digitaltveurope.net/404841/prosiebensat-1-acquires-programmatic-ad-leader/  
13

 See, “ProSiebenSat.1 takes majority stake in programmatic ad specialist”, DigitalTV Europe 1
st
 

July 2015, available at: http://www.digitaltveurope.net/391692/prosiebensat-1-takes-majority-

stake-in-programmatic-ad-specialist/  
14

 See, “MTG launches programmatic video ad platform”, DigitalTV Europe 28
th

 April 2015, available 

at: http://www.digitaltveurope.net/359192/mtg-launches-programmatic-video-ad-platform/  

http://blogs.wsj.com/cmo/2015/06/15/aol-says-its-programmatic-ad-platform-is-shaking-up-australian-tv-market/
http://blogs.wsj.com/cmo/2015/06/15/aol-says-its-programmatic-ad-platform-is-shaking-up-australian-tv-market/
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/258417/amc-nets-begins-selling-tv-spots-programmatically.html
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/258417/amc-nets-begins-selling-tv-spots-programmatically.html
http://www.adweek.com/news/television/will-programmatic-advertising-take-over-tv-158482
http://www.adweek.com/news/television/will-programmatic-advertising-take-over-tv-158482
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/3947580e-189d-11e4-a51a-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3nCsmog4h
http://www.digitaltveurope.net/350502/rtl-leads-us19-4m-round-in-ad-technology-firm-clypd/
http://www.digitaltveurope.net/350502/rtl-leads-us19-4m-round-in-ad-technology-firm-clypd/
http://www.digitaltveurope.net/404841/prosiebensat-1-acquires-programmatic-ad-leader/
http://www.digitaltveurope.net/391692/prosiebensat-1-takes-majority-stake-in-programmatic-ad-specialist/
http://www.digitaltveurope.net/391692/prosiebensat-1-takes-majority-stake-in-programmatic-ad-specialist/
http://www.digitaltveurope.net/359192/mtg-launches-programmatic-video-ad-platform/
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FreeWheel to sell its ad inventory across the Nordics and central and 

Eastern Europe in 201415.  

3.3 Mobile: a new ecosystem for advertising 

The world is increasingly getting mobile. The rapid rise of the mobile Internet, ena-
bled by smart, mobile connected devices such as smartphones and tablets and 
mobile broadband coverage, is changing the way consumers allocate their atten-
tion. The worldwide population is using more and more mobile devices to interact 
with the world, distract themselves and consume content. Mobile is an ecosystem 
of its own, with different rules and technologies16to which publishers and advertis-
ers have to adapt. As analysing the mobile ecosystem in formation is not the aim 
of this section and would be too long, we will focus on stressing the main points 
relevant to online advertising and video advertising.  

Ericsson’s Mobility report June 201517 shows that mobile video will grow by 55% 
annually until 2020 to represent over 60% of all mobile data traffic on a worldwide 
basis. Europe will see an increase in smartphones subscriptions, passing from 450 
million in 2014 to 830 million in 202018 and seeing an explosion in data traffic per 
smartphone from 1.2 Gigabytes per month in 2014 to 6.5 Gigabytes per month in 
2020 – 60% of which will eventually be video.  

The forecasts by Ericsson go in line with projections on mobile ad spend estab-
lished by eMarketer19. According to the research firm, worldwide mobile Internet 
ad spend will grow from USD 68.69 billion in 2015 to USD 101.37 billion in 2016 (a 
growth by 47.6% in just one year) to finally reach USD 195.55 billion in 2019. The 
importance of mobile advertising is further stressed by the fact that mobile adver-
tising will already represent more than 50% of worldwide digital ad expenditures in 
2016. Mobile advertising revenue in Europe was worth EUR 3.99 billion (+58.6% 
year-to-year) in 2014, according to IAB Europe20.  

 

  

                                                           
15

 See, “MTG teams up with FreeWheel”, DigitalTV Europe 8
th

 October 2014, available at: 

http://www.digitaltveurope.net/255671/mtg-teams-up-with-freewheel/  
16

 See, “Mobile is a 'new ecosystem”, Warc 4
th

 September 2015, available at: 

http://www.ericsson.com/res/docs/2015/ericsson-mobility-report-june-2015-reur-appendices.pdf 

http://www.warc.com/Content/News/N35338_Mobile_is_a_new_ecosystem.content?PUB=Warc%

20News&CID=N35338&ID=2105fdec-4ee5-4aa7-b67d-a2fc317d25b9&q=&qr=  
17

 See, “Ericsson Mobility Report: 70 percent of world's population using smartphones by 2020”, 

Ericsson 3
rd

 June 2015, available at: http://www.ericsson.com/news/1925907  
18

 See, “Ericsson Mobility Report – Appendix Europe“, Ericsson 3rd June 2020, available at:  
19

 See, “Mobile Ad Spend to Top $100 Billion Worldwide in 2016, 51% of Digital Market”, eMarketer 

2
nd

 April 2015, available at: http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Ad-Spend-Top-100-Billion-

Worldwide-2016-51-of-Digital-Market/1012299   
20

 See, “Global Mobile Advertising Revenue Hit $31.9 Billion (€23.9 Billion) in 2014, According to 

IAB, IAB Europe & HIS”, IAB 13
th

 August 2015, available at:  

http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr-

081315  

 

http://www.digitaltveurope.net/255671/mtg-teams-up-with-freewheel/
http://www.ericsson.com/res/docs/2015/ericsson-mobility-report-june-2015-reur-appendices.pdf
http://www.warc.com/Content/News/N35338_Mobile_is_a_new_ecosystem.content?PUB=Warc%20News&CID=N35338&ID=2105fdec-4ee5-4aa7-b67d-a2fc317d25b9&q=&qr
http://www.warc.com/Content/News/N35338_Mobile_is_a_new_ecosystem.content?PUB=Warc%20News&CID=N35338&ID=2105fdec-4ee5-4aa7-b67d-a2fc317d25b9&q=&qr
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1925907
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Ad-Spend-Top-100-Billion-Worldwide-2016-51-of-Digital-Market/1012299
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Ad-Spend-Top-100-Billion-Worldwide-2016-51-of-Digital-Market/1012299
http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr-081315
http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr-081315
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Table 7 Mobile Internet Ad Spending Worldwide, 2013-2019 

 

Table 8 Mobile Internet Ad Spending Worldwide, by Country, 2013-2018 

 

Changing even more the traditional digital ecosystem, mobile content consumption 
is happening mostly in application. Whereas on the fixed Internet (desktop-based), 
display advertising was displayed on web pages, on the mobile Internet advertis-
ing is taking increasingly place in applications, the place where mobile users 
spend the most of their time. In the USA, mobile phone users are spending more 
time in apps than on TV21 - 168 minutes of daily average minutes are spent on TV 

                                                           
21

 See, “U.S. Consumers Now Spend More Time In Apps Than Watching TV”, TechCrunch 10
th

 

September 2015, available at: http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/10/u-s-consumers-now-spend-

more-time-in-apps-than-watching-tv/#.jxnocv:CbSh  

http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/10/u-s-consumers-now-spend-more-time-in-apps-than-watching-tv/#.jxnocv:CbSh
http://techcrunch.com/2015/09/10/u-s-consumers-now-spend-more-time-in-apps-than-watching-tv/#.jxnocv:CbSh
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versus 198 minutes in mobile Apps as of the 2nd quarter 2015 according to Flur-
ry22. Whereas the average time spend with TV has remained stable throughout the 
years 2013, 2014 and 2015 (at 168 minutes per day), time spent with mobile Apps 
has continuously risen from 126 minutes in 20113 to 198 minutes in 2015.  

A recent study published by eMarketer on time spent with media by adults in the 
United Kingdom23 shows the importance of digital media, in which mobile is set to 
take the lion share. UK Adults will spend on average 4:38 hours per day with digi-
tal media in 2015, 2:24 hours of which on mobile devices. The time spent on mo-
bile devices is set to rise to 3:12 hours by 2017, mobile becoming the major media 
consumed before TV with 3:06 hours on average per day. Even if the eMarketer 
study does not give time spent in apps by UK users, from mobile usage in the US 
and worldwide data it can be inferred that most of this time is also spent in applica-
tions as opposed to time spent in a mobile browser.  

Table 9 Average Time Spent per Day with Major Media by UK Adults, 2013-2017 

 

The time spent by UK consumers with their mobile devices goes in line with the 
increased spending in the UK mobile advertising market, which will reach GBP 3.2 
billion in 2015 (+45%) and will overtake TV advertising in 201624 (forecasted mo-
bile ad spend of GBP 4.4 billion in 2016 compared to TV ad spend of GBP 4.2 
billion). Mobile, in digital advanced countries, is certainly a game changer.   

 

 

                                                           
22

 See, “The Cable Industry Faces The Perfect Storm: Apps, App Stores and Apple“, Flurry Insights 

10
th

 September 2015, available at: http://flurrymobile.tumblr.com/post/128773968605/the-cable-

industry-faces-the-perfect-storm-apps  
23

 The United Kingdom is the country in Europe with the highest level of digital ad expenditures and 

is also one of the most advanced countries in digital media consumption as the revenues of its 

VoD markets show. Therefore, it is only an example which cannot be generalized to other EU 

countries. We stress this example in order to show a situation in which other EU countries might 

eventually find themselves, increased digital media consumption, increasingly on mobile devices 

and therefore an increase in overall digital and mobile ad spending.  
24

 See, “Mobile Ad Spending to Overtake Print in the UK”, eMarketer 30
th

 September 2015, available 

at: http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Ad-Spending-Overtake-Print-UK/1013043  

 

http://flurrymobile.tumblr.com/post/128773968605/the-cable-industry-faces-the-perfect-storm-apps
http://flurrymobile.tumblr.com/post/128773968605/the-cable-industry-faces-the-perfect-storm-apps
http://flurrymobile.tumblr.com/post/128773968605/the-cable-industry-faces-the-perfect-storm-apps
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Mobile-Ad-Spending-Overtake-Print-UK/1013043
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Table 10 UK Total Media Ad Spending by Media 2014-2019 
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The issue with mobile applications is that users tend to spend the most of their 
time in only a handful of apps (5 in the case of an US smartphone user, according 
to research carried out by Forrester research25).  

 

Figure 19 Share of US minutes spent on apps owned by major tech companies 

 

Therefore, few companies dominate the interaction between a smartphone user 
and content in applications. There is a risk of traditional players getting out crowd-
ed by dominant tech players, who have the technical know-how to take advantage 
of their growing user base and their attention to monetize their time spent with 
advertisers.   

This is already the case in the US, according to eMarketer26, where Google with a 
market share of 32.9% and Facebook with 19.4% in 2015, dominate more than 
half of the US mobile advertising market (and where 12 other tech players are set 
to take 20% of market shares, leaving only 32% to all other players on the mobile 
advertising space). Facebook already generates more than 75% of its advertising 
revenue from mobile27 and YouTube generates more than 50% of its traffic from 
mobile28 (but, according to reports, is not able to make any profit out of it more 
than 1 billion viewers29) and both companies are in the first line to monetize30 more 

                                                           
25

 See, “Consumers Spend 85% Of Time On Smartphones In Apps, But Only 5 Apps See Heavy 

Use”, TechCrunch 22
nd

 June 2015, available at: http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/22/consumers-

spend-85-of-time-on-smartphones-in-apps-but-only-5-apps-see-heavy-use/#.jxnocv:5bJy  
26

 See, “AOL, Millennial Face Uphill Battle to Capture Mobile Ad Dollars” , eMarketer 8
th
 September 

2015, available at: http://www.emarketer.com/Article/AOL-Millennial-Face-Uphill-Battle-Capture-

Mobile-Ad-Dollars/1012954  
27

 See, “Facebook, Google Tighten Grip on Mobile Ads”, The Wall Street Journal, 29
th
 July 2015, 

available at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-revenue-rises-39-

1438200350?mod=WSJ_TechWSJD_NeedToKnow  
28

 See, “Half of YouTube’s Traffic Is Now From Mobile”, Recode 27
th

 October 2014, available at: 

http://recode.net/2014/10/27/youtube-code-mobile-1/  
29

 See, “YouTube: 1 Billion Viewers, No Profit”, The Wall Street Journal, 25
th
 February 2015, availa-

ble at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/viewers-dont-add-up-to-profit-for-youtube-1424897967  
30

 See, “Google Grows YouTube Views, Revenue Despite Facebook Threat”, Variety 16
th

 July 2015, 

available at: http://variety.com/2015/digital/news/google-grows-youtube-views-revenue-despite-

 

http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/22/consumers-spend-85-of-time-on-smartphones-in-apps-but-only-5-apps-see-heavy-use/#.jxnocv:5bJy
http://techcrunch.com/2015/06/22/consumers-spend-85-of-time-on-smartphones-in-apps-but-only-5-apps-see-heavy-use/#.jxnocv:5bJy
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/AOL-Millennial-Face-Uphill-Battle-Capture-Mobile-Ad-Dollars/1012954
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/AOL-Millennial-Face-Uphill-Battle-Capture-Mobile-Ad-Dollars/1012954
http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-revenue-rises-39-1438200350?mod=WSJ_TechWSJD_NeedToKnow
http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-revenue-rises-39-1438200350?mod=WSJ_TechWSJD_NeedToKnow
http://recode.net/2014/10/27/youtube-code-mobile-1/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/viewers-dont-add-up-to-profit-for-youtube-1424897967
http://variety.com/2015/digital/news/google-grows-youtube-views-revenue-despite-facebook-threat-1201542013/
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this domination and their, almost captive, audience when it comes to the mobile 
application-based Internet by locking consumers into their application (YouTube’s 
Top 100 advertisers increased their spending by 60% in the second quarter of 
201531.  

Table 11 Net US Mobile Ad Revenue Share by Company, 2014-2017 

 

As Television is migrating towards “TV as an App3233” where App stores allow for 
cross-border content circulation and consumption, enabling global players to enter 
national audiovisual markets, and that TV is increasingly distributed through the 
Internet (with Netflix’s CEO Reed Hasting stating that “All TV will be Internet in 10-
20 years34”), getting a share of the increasing mobile advertising pie will be a hard 
play for most of today’s traditional media companies who have to adapt to this new 
market given.  

The rising use of the mobile Internet, mostly in applications distributed in App 
stores owned by 4 tech players (Apple, Google, Amazon and Microsoft), by users 
worldwide is changing the media ecosystem. As more of the world population has 
their individual screen in their pockets (smartphones) or at home (tablets), increas-
ing their time spent on the mobile web and applications, online mobile advertising 
will skyrocket worldwide and in Europe. The rules of the advertising market, after 
having changed with the introduction of digital advertising at the beginning of the 
worldwide web, are altered once again with the rise of the mobile Internet.   

                                                                                                                                                                 

facebook-threat-1201542013/  
31

 See, “YouTube's Top Advertisers Increased Their Spending by 60% in Q2”, Adweek 16
th

 July 

2015, available at: http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/youtubes-top-advertisers-increased-

their-spending-60-percent-q2-165943  
32

 See, “Winners and Losers in TV's New App Economy”, The Hollywood Reporter, 23
rd

 September 
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Just as a footnote, we wanted to list the explorations of Google35 who wants to 
prepare for a future without apps, after having already indexed apps in search re-
sults and tweaked its search algorithm36 to favour sites that are mobile-friendly 
(with the first results already visible, traffic to non-mobile-friendly websites made 
by mobile searches falling by 12%37), is now deep-linking and indexing apps be-
tween them in order to tie content between and within apps in order to maintain its 
position as the number one search engine (in a world where users access their 
content directly through apps, Google’s search engine is less relevant and less 
used).  

To quote Luther Lowe, VP of policy at Yelp as cited in Recode38: The algorithm 
tweak is a blatant example of Google “extending [its] search monopoly on mobile,” 
“This hypocritical and disturbing behaviour should have every antitrust enforce-
ment agency on high alert.”   

Facebook on the other hand is aiming at making personalized ads appear on eve-
ry phone running its app, making use of the collected data on users across devic-
es39. With already 2.5 million advertisers on its platform, the use of TV and online 
advertising, Facebook will enter increasingly in competition with TV and other pub-
lishers, which will have to choose between sharing their content (and the attached 
advertising revenues) with Facebook or trying to make their way on their own.  

These two players, who exercise their domination on the mobile web through their 
huge global user base and diversified services (in publishing/search and advertis-
ing exchanges and platforms), are set to benefit to profit from the changes hap-
pening in the global advertising market.   
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3.4 Social Network advertising  

Another driver of display advertising, and therefore online video ads, are social 
networks; Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and LinkedIn being the main players on 
this market. The research company eMarketer estimates social networks ad reve-
nues to pass from USD 25.14 billion in 2015 to USD 41 billion in 2017 up by +63% 
in just 2 years.  

Table 12 Social Network Ad Revenues worldwide, by company 2014-2017 in USD billion 

 

Social networks are benefiting highly from network effects; the more users in the 
network, the more valuable/useful the network as whole becomes to users, there-
fore attracting even more users. Also, social networks profit from economies of 
scale, being able to amortize large investments and roll out innovations to its 
whole user base. Economies of scale and network effects render the social net-
works ad market concentrated; this is seen in the share of Facebook (around 65% 
of worldwide social ad revenues in the period 2014 to 2017) and Twitter (8.1% in 
2015 of the global social network ad market). These two companies will dominate 
more than 70% of the total social ad market, with Facebook playing the role of the 
juggernaut.  

The players on social network ad market are also targeting TV advertising budg-
ets. This can be seen in the launch by Facebook and Twitter40 of auto-play video 
advertising. Facebook is on the track to surpass YouTube by monthly played vide-
os – passing from 1 billion videos a day in September 2014 to 4 billion videos a 
day in April 2015, thanks to its auto-play video feature41. Nomura estimates Face-
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book to generate USD 3.8 billion by 2017 in online video revenues42 (compared to 
estimated video revenues of USD 8.5 billion for YouTube by 2017). In order to 
really challenge YouTube for the first place on the online video ad market43, Face-
book has partnered with media partners such as Disney, Vice Media in order to 
convince marketers to invest in sponsored video content with premium creators44. 
Also, Facebook is encouraging publishers to host their content directly on the Fa-
cebook platform through the Instant Article initiative45. A recent initiative to increas-
ingly divert ad budgets from TV to Facebook was announced by Facebook and 
Nielsen in September 2015: the inclusion of Facebook’s video ads into Nielsen 
total rating point, enabling advertisers to plan campaigns across TV and Facebook 
and letting Nielsen verify the delivery on the platform, a measure to strengthen 
confidence in Facebook advertising among potential advertisers46. Facebook is 
stressing its reach47, notably among millenials, and selling the benefits of ad cam-
paigns across the TV screen and on Facebook to convince advertisers: from its 
quarterly results until now, the bet seems to pay off.  

The importance of the mobile Internet for social networks can be inferred from 
Facebook’s revenues and quarterly financial figures48. In the second quarter 2015, 
Facebook’s mobile advertising revenue represented 76% of total advertising reve-
nues of USD 3.8 billion49 (up by 39% year-to-year, from USD 2.6 billion in 2014 to 
USD 3.8 billion in 2015), with a 29% year-to-year increase of its mobile daily active 
user base to 844 million and a monthly mobile active user of 1.31 billion, up by 
23% compared to last year. The increase of mobile ad revenues and the rise of 
mobile active users reflect the increased time spend by users in Facebook’s appli-
cations (Facebook, Messenger, Instagram), at 46 minutes per day on average 
according to Facebook’s CEO Zuckerberg50.  

As users spend more time in Facebook’s applications, Facebook’s mobile reve-
nue51 is set to grow accordingly (the essence of two-sided platforms such as Fa-
cebook, Google – competition for users’ attention on one side which in turn is 
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monetized on the other side by selling this attention to advertisers).  

Instagram has hit 400 million users52 and is rolling also out online video advertising 
on a global basis53; eMarketer54 estimates Instagram’s net mobile ad revenues to 
pass from USD 0.6 billion in 2015 to USD 2.81 billion by 2017, representing 10.6% 
of Facebook’s total ad revenue by that date and if the estimates are correct, Insta-
gram will surpass Google and Twitter in mobile display ad revenues in the US (ac-
cording to analysis by MoffettNathanson Instagram, once mature, will male at least 
USD 5 billion per year and could under the right conditions make as much as USD 
11 billion in advertising revenues per year55). Add to this that Facebook properties 
include WhatsApp with 800 million users56 (mostly mobile) and Messenger with 
700 million users57 as of the first half of 2015 and plans to monetize this huge user 
base by allowing businesses to interact with users58, and Facebook’s grip on the 
mobile ad market seems stern at this moment in time. To quote Facebook’s COO 
Sheryl Sandberg: “We are competing for consumer time and attention and we are 
also competing for marketing dollars,” “The shift to mobile is very beneficial to Fa-
cebook. As people spend more time on mobile, they are spending more time on 
our products.”59 
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Figure 20 Source of Facebook’s revenue, 2012-2015, USD million 

 

Source: Business Insider and Statista
60

 

Figure 21 Instagram, Google and Twitter Net US Mobile Display Ad revenues 2015-2017, in 

USD billion 
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The huge trove of personal data, which social networks are selling61, is a market-
ers dream: likes and dislikes, personal relationships, location information all this 
can be retrieved from their users who give, willingly or not, this information away. 
Therefore it comes as no surprise that the major social networks such as Face-
book6263, Twitter64 and LinkedIn65 have opened their ad products to allow advertis-
ers to reach users outside of their respective sites and applications. This develop-
ment will enable these players to monetize further user data and increase their ad 
revenues. The shift towards the mobile Internet, through the increasingly amount 
of time spend by users on applications and their mobile devices, will benefit hugely 
the companies which have been able to adapt rapidly to this evolution in consumer 
habits. Brands and advertisers rely increasingly on social networks to target audi-
ence they want to reach, and this in return is reflected in the increasing value of a 
social network user (ad revenues per user for social networks). Facebook will have 
an average ad revenue per US user which increases from USD 34.68 in 2014 to 
UDS 73.29 in 2017 (respectively from USD 6.25 to 10.79 for non-US user, no EU 
data available) and Twitter’s US average user ad revenue will increase from UDS 
17.06 to USD 39.8 by 2017.    

Table 13 Facebook and Twitter Ad Revenues per User Worldwide, US vs. Non-US 2014-2017 

 

 

As can be inferred from the figures in this section, social network advertising is a 
main driver of online ad spend. The impressive growth figures and user bases of 
the main players on this market support this conclusion. As ad budgets are more 
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and more captured by these players (over 70% of market share on the worldwide 
social advertising market for the 2 main players, Facebook and Twitter), and Tele-
vision ad budgets are increasingly challenged by the superior targeting possibili-
ties (combined with the form of storytelling searched by marketers on TV, video) 
and the wider reach of social networks, the future will be challenging for traditional 
players (For now, there is no European juggernaut in the social network market to 
our knowledge).  

As a recent example of this domination in users’ attention and advertising budgets, 
the case of the case of The Washington Post can be cited. It decided to publish its 
entire articles on Facebook’s Instant Articles66, hosted on Facebook. This shows 
the importance of Facebook and other social networks in providing publishers67, 
such as The Washington Post, with their audience and ultimately with advertising 
opportunities (for now, publishers can keep 100% of ad revenues if they sell them 
themselves, or 70% if Facebook is selling the ads). Social networks have a strate-
gic place between publishers of audiovisual content and their audiences, and will 
be in a perfect position to monetize further this situation, as forecasts of their ad-
vertising revenues show.  

With Facebook’s head of ad product declaring that “A year or two from now, we 
think Facebook will be mostly video68”, audiovisual players are warned. Brands 
and Advertisers will invest increasingly in social networks advertisement with the 
aim of addressing targeted ads to their core audience and prospective consumers.   

 

3.5 Increased role for tech companies as intermediaries be-
tween advertisers and consumers  

Several initiatives and enhancements for online ads such as integrated “Buy” but-
tons on ads (developed mainly by Google69, Facebook70 and Amazon71 with social 
network sites such as Twitter72, Pinterest73, which recently reached 100 million 
users, or Instagram being other candidates to jump or which have already jumped 
on the “Buy Button” wagon), prefilled contact information74, social logins and simi-
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lar developments aim to shorten the path to sales75 as an user’s response to an 
ad. Simply put, they want to further disrupt online retail76 and place themselves as 
essentials go-betweens for consumers and advertisers.  

As buy buttons are quite recent being launched mostly this years, challenges re-
main to overcome by all this players in order to convince advertisers, allay fear of 
retailers which business they might disrupt and convince consumers to use their 
service77.  

The ultimate goal of these companies is to be able to influence consumers to 
make a purchase and therefore prove their superiority in terms of return of invest-
ment on advertising spend compared to television. Google recently announced 
changes78 (making use of Gmail addresses to give advertisers the ability to ad-
dress targeted ads at consumers in search results and YouTube and to integrate 
mobile applications in search, Google’s display ad network, Google Play and 
YouTube) which will put the company further between advertisers and consumers, 
and improve its ability to influence purchase decisions: the ultimate aim of all 
commercial advertising.  

However, it is still too early to judge on the impact of these developments but the 
main direction ad tech players are pursuing is certainly encouraged: increase con-
fidence from advertisers, place themselves as intermediaries between the audi-
ence and advertisers and eventually, challenge TV and other Medias for the pre-
dominant spot on the global advertising market.   
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3.6 An even more connected future will further drive the 
online advertising market  

The development and up-take of the Connected home, with the Internet of 
Things79 (IoT), will surely present increasing opportunities and an increased num-
ber of screens for advertisers to reach their desired audience. Many tech players, 
such as Google, Amazon and Apple80 are in prime positions to take advantage of 
the premises of this new home and living room81, where connected devices & tele-
visions and Smart TVs are in the front row to act as the interface for the smart 
home82. At the time of this report, it is only a outlook into what the future reserves 
for opportunities to further increase the reach of online advertising, extending the 
reach into homes and eventually into everyday’s life83.  

Another possible extension for online advertising might be the rising of Virtual Re-
ality. Again, at this stage it is too early to judge or analyse the possible impacts of 
virtual reality on the online advertising market but with such players as Facebook 
with the Oculus Rift84, Sony with the PlayStation VR headset85, Samsung86 and 
traditional media companies such as Walt Disney, ProSieben and Sky87 launching 
devices and supporting development of virtual reality, another platform for content 
consumption and therefore advertising may be nascent.  
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3.7 Viewability of online advertisements, traffic fraud and Ad 
blocking - a threat to online advertisements  

 

Even if the momentum lies in online advertising for various reasons as the previ-
ous section has shown, challenges remain on the online landscape in order to 
completely alleviate doubts from advertisers and marketers on the effectiveness of 
online ads and to reassure media and publishers on their future advertising reve-
nues.  

The recent discussions about the implications of ad-blocking88, highlighted by Ap-
ple’s move to allow ad-blocking on its iOS devices89, illustrate these challenges for 
online advertising players. Other important issues for advertisers (and therefore for 
publishers and ultimately ad tech players such as Google and Facebook) are the 
viewability of online ads (are ads effectively seen) and traffic fraud (robots used to 
generate false traffic on advertisements and false clicks on click-through ads).    

3.7.1 Viewability of online ads and traffic fraud 

The debate on the viewability of ads reached mainstream media when Google 
declared in April 2015, using comScore data, that only 54% of video ads across 
the web are not viewable in third quarter of 2014 90(an online video ad is defined 
as viewable by the Media Rating Council and IAB only if 50% of its pixels are visi-
ble on the screen for at least two consecutive seconds). In the same declaration, 
Google stated that this is not the case for videos on YouTube where 91% of ads 
are viewable.  

A lack of universal metrics, accounting if an ad has effectively been seen by a hu-
man, lies at the source of this problem. Even if publishers have reworked their 
websites to ensure that ad placements are seen on the screen, desktop or mobile, 
the source of the problem is in traffic fraud, false impressions and clicks generated 
by robots. Estimates made by the Association of National Advertisers91 (for the 
global online advertisement market) place the loss for advertisers at USD 6.3 bil-
lion a year to “click fraud”92.   

Google has responded to critics by establishing a new measurement93 to ensure 
that its video ads have been seen by users and is also more vehemently pushing 
and pursuing ad fraud94 (in 2014, Google claims having disabled more than 524 
million bad ads and banned more than 214 000 advertisers from its Ad Network95). 
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However, as recently as September 2015, a study undertook by European re-
searches claims that Google’s YouTube is continuing to charge advertisers for 
fake YouTube views, generated by bots96. Facebook has also undertaken changes 
to how it measures views of ads by partnering with Moat in order to deliver 100% 
in-view impressions of ads97 placed on the social network. This change was made 
after advertisers demanded more accountability of Facebook on the effective de-
livery of its online ads and to change how it charges them98. Moat is the same 
measurement firm that ensures that video ads on Twitter are seen, Twitter99 hav-
ing taken this step to gain trust among advertisers 3 months before Facebook. 
Facebook has been violently criticized for its ad measurement standards, notably 
by WPP’s CEO Martin Sorell who said on Facebook’s video ads100: "Three se-
conds—and 50 percent of video online not listened to with sound—is ludicrous," 
"The standards have to change." Facebook in the same time is rolling out new ad 
tools101 – “Target rating points – with Nielsen to further sell its reach to advertisers 
who wish to launch advertising campaigns across Facebook and TV.   

As these changes only occurred recently, consequences on marketers trust and 
confidence are not yet measurable. But the viewability issue coupled to traffic 
fraud102 is certainly one of the hot topics for marketers for the foreseeable future103.  

 

3.7.2 Ad Blocking 

The ad blocking debate, existing before Apple’s iOS update, has been around for 
a while. Advertising is rather seen has intrusive and disliked by users who wish to 
consume their content without interruptions from ads. In 2015, it has been made 
public that big Internet players such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Taboola 
have paid the developer of Adblock Plus to unblock ads to their websites104. (The 
French telecom provider Free has tried to block ads automatically for its subscrib-
ers in 2013 but had to abandon this option rapidly after severe critics by publish-
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ers105). Ad blocking is therefore not new but Apple’s generalisation of ad blockers 
of the iPhone have revived the debate and fears of publishers, relying on advertis-
ing for their income.   

In the USA, survey companies Moz and Fractl have found that 63% of US Millen-
nials use ad blockers106. In Europe, Ad blocking is also widespread with 27% of 
France’s Internet users using ad blockers, 24% of Germans and 10% in the United 
Kingdom.  

 

Figure 22 Ad Blocking rates by country 

 

Overall, Adobe and PageFair107 estimate that the use of ad blocking software grew 
by 41% compared to last year. In 2015, it is estimated that 200 million Internet 
users are using Ad blockers108. So what is the problem with ad blocking?  
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Figure 23 Adblock users per month, in millions 

 

The problem lies in lost revenues for publishers. Ads which are not blocked are not 
counted as seen, and the publishers therefore loss revenues. This can be ex-
tremely damaging to smaller publishers who rely heavily on advertising revenues. 
The loss of revenues could potentially up-end the business model of many pub-
lishers on the Internet as it remains still an ecosystem where content is mostly 
consumed for free by Internet users, in exchange for their exposition to advertise-
ments. 

The ad blocking debate is set to last until publishers, advertisers and the tech firms 
have found an acceptable equilibrium. It stresses the underlying problems of many 
publishers and audiovisual players in Europe and worldwide: relying on advertising 
expenditures to run their businesses, advertising budgets which will eventually 
migrate increasingly towards the online space, controlled by powerful tech compa-
nies which act as intermediaries between publishers and their audience and there-
fore control the access to their content.  

The ad blocking debate highlights the changing media ecosystem, from analogue 
to digital, with changed rules be it for advertisement, content acquisition and con-
sumption and finally, a global competition for revenues among traditional national 
players and new entrants, mostly international and coming from the tech world.   
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